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At Dolce Hotels and Resorts by Wyndham, we inspire
discovery through shared experiences. We believe that
there is always more to learn and discover. We have a
unique approach to the art of hospitality and aim to turn
experiences into extraordinary moments. From exceptional
events to inspiring resort locations, our unique portfolio of
hotels are designed to inspire and delight our guests.
Through Trails of Discovery, you can experience a
thoughtfully curated journey from some of our most
scenic hotels. The programme has been designed to help
groups of all sizes explore and draw inspiration from their
surroundings, while also developing team skills through a
series of fun activities and challenges off the beaten track.
Each trail has been created in partnership with a local
influencer to provide guests with an insider’s view of aweinspiring locations, such as picturesque vineyards, historic
landmarks, and even a UNESCO World Heritage site.
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EACH TRAIL OF DISCOVERY IS A FUN TEAM BUILDING EXPERIENCE DURING
WHICH YOU WILL LEARN ABOUT LOCAL POINTS OF INTEREST, AS YOU SOLVE
A SET OF CLUES.

ONCE ENROLLED YOU WILL RECEIVE THE
FOLLOWING:
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Easy to navigate guide that groups of all
sizes can follow

3

Numbered clues to take you to the
Points of Discovery

3

A map with an overview of the local area

3

Top tips to keep you going and help
you to make the most of your trail
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Dolce CampoReal Lisboa has partnered with local blogger
and YouTube personality Vanessa Martins to create a trail
for you to follow and enjoy.
Each Point of Discovery has been recommended by
Vanessa, she has crafted a carefully considered trail inspired
by her own love of being active in the beautiful Portuguese
countryside.
The journey will take you through the protected Socorro
and Archeira mountains, offering the opportunity to take in
stunning vistas while exercising you mind and body.

Vanessa Martins
@vanessamartins

Always seeking to find new experiences, Vanessa shares
the Dolce ethos of inspiring discovery and was the perfect
partner to create this trail for you.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO
BOOK YOUR TRAIL, PLEASE CONTACT:

camporeal.guestservices@dolce.com

+351 261 960 900
€54 per person*

*A minimum of two people are required to book

Rooms and Suites are available at the hotel, please
mention when booking your trail if you would like to
find out about the latest available rates. Dolce Hotels
and Resorts by Wyndham participate in go meet®, the
innovative hotel rewards programme that caters to
event planners across every hotel segment. Planners
who are members of the Wyndham Rewards loyalty
programme can earn points with every stay to redeem
free nights at more than 9,000 hotels around the world.
On completion of the trail, for an additional €20 per
person, we offer a Trail of Discovery taster menu at
our Garden Terrace restaurant.

Dolce by Wyndham CampoReal Lisboa,
Rua do Campo, Turcifal – Torres Vedras,
Portugal 2565-770

wyndhamhotels.com/dolce/discovery
#TrailsOfDiscovery
@WyndhamRewardsUK
WyndhamRewardsUK

